
Author Interview

With Ann Fox

1. Please provide a brief introduction, including your name, the

genre(s) you write in, previous work and where you are based.

Hi I’m Ann Fox! I am the author of the novella, The Cat That

Caught The Canary, and a survival horror novel exclusive at

Barnes and Noble titled After Midnight (currently being

translated as a video game). Currently I contributed to the

Elements of Horror presented by Red Cape Publishing in the Air

edition. I also wrote a novelette The Ivory Tower and soon to

come Dirges in The Dark - a novella. And I know there will be

more to come. I lived and survived in Brooklyn, New York to

this day somehow. I write novels, novellas, graphic novels and

video games as well.
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2. Which of your books / pieces of writing are you most

proud of, and why?

I’ve been writing since 1999. I am grateful for every

rejection because I see now the quality was poor in the past.

Most stories are older, but I grew them up. I suppose Dirges

in The Dark has a special place for me because it was my

mother’s favorite for years and YEARS. Otherwise I have

no favorites.

3. How long on average does it take you to write a book?

A month max to write it. The research takes months. I like

to be accurate to make the story more authentic. I read an

average of 75-100 books a year. Not to brag, I just research

extensively. With older ideas that need no research about a

month.

4. What is the most difficult part of your artistic process?

The way I write. I am always concerned if I made a sentence

that matches the description in my mind. Technique? I

always doubt. Ideas I have faith in.

5. What was your hardest scene to write?

None. I’m brutal. But like I said, I question style and

technique being good enough all the time.

6. Do you read your book reviews? How do you deal with

bad or good ones?

I only had one review and it was a good one. I am terrified of

reviews. I know they “help” but not for me. They are a

nightmare. My mother is an English Literature Professor

and her harsh criticism leaves plenty for me to improve

thanks to her brutal and well-intended honesty.



7. What kind of research do you do, and how long do you

spend researching before beginning a book?

A TON of research. I have to be as accurate as possible so

that the story feels real. I enjoy it but I miss the light of day

when I’m at the library. But hey, there’s coverup makeup

for dark circles and pale tragic skin.

8. What does literary success look like to you?

I never wanted fame or fortune or the stuff I know I have

little to no chance at having. I just wanted to be a well-

received storyteller and I’d even accept “underrated”. Just

respected is nice.

9. How many unpublished and half-finished books do

you have?

A series of over 10 books, a trilogy, a family drama/horror

bloodline, (notice how I avoid the longer projects lol).

10. What’s your favorite under-appreciated novel?

I really can’t think of any. Sylvia Plath is my favorite

authoress but she’s pretty successful with her poetry. I can

never write poetry, but I often wonder if she’s a household

name like a Poe. Her book of Poetry I recommend. She

turned her pain into beauty in my honest opinion. I like that

concept.

11. What was the best money you ever spent as a writer?

(E.g. software, self-help books, marketing books etc.)

I believe the book is a series called “F$&@ It: the ultimate

spiritual way”. It’s helped me a little bit with the self-

confidence I lack and overthinking I do. I just say “Eff it”

and press send.



12. Do you want each book to stand on its own, or are you

trying to build a body of work with connections

between each book?

I am totally 100% making a universe with every book but

they can stand alone too so it gives readers the option. The

only one really far out there is After Midnight but with

enough time I can figure out if and how it can connect. I’ll

get back to you.

13. What are common traps for aspiring writers?

One I have is self-confidence. You really have to believe

this: 1. There’s an audience for everything. 2. It’s not a

competition. 3. Sit and write and shut the hell up.

14. What’s the most difficult thing about writing

characters from the opposite sex?

Not much. I believe men and women have the same issues. I

just know because I have a sausage fest of a family. Men

have this stereotypical view of how to be a “man” and who

to be. Women do too but men sadly can’t admit it so readily

because of ridiculous stereotypes. As an author I can tell

you when they are hurt and suffering, but we don’t all have

narrators.


